
Resistance is fu,le 
Since my foray into ducted fans as a teenager in the ‘80s I have aspired to a jet powered model, 
but with airframes, engines and all the gubbins to make them work running into thousands each, 
they had been out of my reach. When I saw the advert for HSD foam jets in the BMFA magazine I 
was intrigued – A receiver ready set up for £2.5k is doable - just. I stopped in to have a look at 
HSD and was impressed with their set-up and the equipment on display. When Julie asked if I 
bought one, I said “no, but I want to”, she just rolled her eyes…


Its foam Jim, but not as we know it

Two weeks later I’m opening the box of my Super Viper. It is foam, but inspecting the parts 
showed this is not the average foamy. Firstly, the parts have some mass to them, there are ABS 
reinforcements moulded in, and there is a hard skin all over the outside that gives a satisfying 
clunk when tapped with a knuckle. (Those of us who saw this model in the flesh at one of our few 
2021meetings were amazed- ed). 

The instructions are simple, so I started putting things together.
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I know this ship like the back of my hand 

Putting the model together was simple as everything just plugs together and is secured with 
screws, but it is not a simple model.


Running 8 channels (aileron, elevator, rudder, throttle, retracts, flaps, brakes and gyro/smoke) all 
the servos, retracts (including sequencing of doors and proportional brakes) and lights are pre-
installed and connected to a multi-function controller (MFC).


The MFC takes power from 2x2200 2s Li-Po batteries and outputs from the Rx either by S-bus, or 
a cable for each channel. The MFC supplies 6v to the receiver, 7.5v to the servos, 12v to the lights 
and variable voltage to the brakes and “afterburner ring” of LEDs in the tailpipe.


All this is done with power redundancy, so 
losing a battery will not result in loss of 
control. The MFC is mounted on a deck in 
the cockpit area, along with the fuel shutoff 
valve, ECU and header tank. All the 
connections are underneath the deck. I 
took the deck out, mounted everything and 
made all the connections to the MFC – It is 
a bit or a rat’s nest of cables, but all very 
secure.





The turbine consists of the hot noisy bit, 
but also includes the ECU and a 
brushless fuel pump with inline filters and 
shutoff valve. I mounted the fuel pump 
under the MFC deck and made 
connections to the fuel and ECU in 
cockpit area.


The batteries were mounted in a box I 
made to hold them in the nose and then 
the whole model assembled. The turbine 
was then placed on the rails in the engine 
bay and moved until the CofG came right. 


All the plumbing was completed and the radio set up to give recommended throws. Much to my 
surprise, everything worked as it should do.
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The completed model


Thrusters to station keeping

To this point, I had read a lot about operating turbines, and it all seemed quite hazardous. 
Overrun, underrun, wet-start and fuel leaks all present opportunity for calamity.


David Taub at HSD invited me to go down to the shop for the first engine run. I figured it made 
sense to have someone experienced guide me through it. In the end, it was a bit of a non-event.


We checked everything was as it should be, put in some fuel and gave the engine the start signal. 
A whir, followed by a PFFF and increase in revs, watch the exhaust temperature rise until it hits 
500°, then ramping up the revs. After about 25 seconds, at 55,000rpm and 650°C, engine status 
switched to “running”. I had control.


Kneeling in front of the model and holding the nose, I slowly advanced the throttle to full. Rpm 
increased to 156,000 (that’s 2,600 revs per second) and EGT stayed constant at 650°C. The most 
difficult bit was holding the model back; the engine is rated at 8kg thrust and I’m sure it delivered 
all of it! Throttle reduced to idle and everything stayed stable, snap the throttle open and full thrust 
is delivered in 2.5 seconds, Snap the throttle closed and it drops away in about the same time.


All is good so the shutdown signal is given, the engine runs down, then the starter engages to 
draw air through the engine to cool it.
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Welcome to the academy

For the first flight, I went to a Jet Modeller’s Association meet at the BMFA centre, Buckminster. I 
arrived the evening before, parked in the campsite and took my model to the hangar. Although not 
the biggest model I have ever had, it is the heaviest, by far the most complex and expensive. In 
the hangar, it was one of the smallest there, a very impressive collection indeed.


As a new pilot, I was met by Andy Ellison the safety officer, and Geoff White who would be my 
mentor for the weekend. Together, we thoroughly inspected the model for safety and integrity and 
tested the radio and failsafe. A couple of small suggestions were made, which I incorporated 
before going to bed.


The next morning arrived clear but overcast and the models were all moved over to the flightline 
area. The collection got bigger and more impressive. The range was from relatively small foamies 
like mine, through what looked like carbon fibre guided missiles, to a 1/3 scale F104 starfighter. I 
admit I was feeling a bit intimidated.


Flight Line at Buckminster


A full pilot’s briefing was conducted, and flying began at 10:00. At all times there were three 
models in the air and the standard of flying was very high. I was happy to watch, but also keen to 
fly myself… I started fuelling up, then went to get a cuppa, it takes a while to pump in 1.7 litres of 
fuel.


Sometimes, the needs of the one outweigh the needs 
of the many

I joined the queue of models and pilots with Geoff and very soon I was the next up to fly. This was 
a “four first” flight: first flight at the JMA, first at Buckminster, first flight of the jet, and first flight of 
the pilot with a jet. I admitted I was feeling a bit nervous, so the other models finished their flights 
and I was given lots of room. Start was fine, and I walked to the pilot box with Geoff at my side, 
checked the sky and taxied out.
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A final check and I could hear someone playing castanets in the background (or was it my knees 
knocking, I’m not sure). Throttle advanced to full and the model started moving. Acceleration was 
brisk, but not the “cat with a clothes peg on its tail” I was expecting. On reflection, I realise it was 
a grass runway, small wheels and the engine taking a few seconds to spool up to full thrust. 
Holding about ¼ up elevator and keeping straight with the rudder, the nosewheel lifted and 
suddenly – I’m flying a jet!


Ahead - full impulse

Stabilise the climb, fumble with the switches, gear up, flaps up and trim check. No trim required, 
I’m very impressed. Start a turn to downwind and the model feels stable but responsive. A quiet 
“it’s nipping along a bit” from Geoff and I realised the model was using a lot of sky very quickly. 
Throttle reduced to just under half and I was keeping up – just. Controls felt good, but everything 
was still happening pretty quickly. I turned into wind and gained two mistakes of altitude before 
closing the throttle and slowing the model up. It felt a bit mushy towards the stall, then dropped a 
wing. I levelled off then tested the flaps. Position 1, not a lot of difference. Position 2 saw the 
model “hunch its shoulders” (the nose comes down a little, but direction of flight doesn’t change) 
and some deceleration. Again, close to the stall there was some mushing but no sign of a wing 
drop. Throttle to ½, let the nose down to gain speed then fly a few circuits just to acclimatise, then 
the timer announces “one minute remaining” – it’s time to land. Throttle back, gear down and 
flaps stage one on the downwind leg. Still nipping along, so throttle to idle and turn base, flap 
stage 2 and turn final. The approach is stable, if a bit quick, but I don’t want to risk a stall. 
Touchdown is right in front of me and just nose high. Apply the brakes to slow it down then taxi 
off the runway and shut down the engine. A look at the fuel tank showed about 300ml remaining, 
suggesting a fuel burn of about 200ml (7fl.oz.) per minute. A full check of the model to make sure 
nothing had worked loose, a couple of tweeks to the timer and I’m ready for the next one (after a 
stiff cup of tea of course)!


After the first flight
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Warp factor five Mr Sulu 

I had another five flights that weekend, including a flight of loose formation with another Viper 
piloted by a GB F3A competitor Garry Peacock who was very friendly and encouraging. I became 
more confident with the model, started placing it where I wanted it, not just following it around 
and I improved the landings, even on the second day where there was a blustery crosswind.





With Garry’s Viper


Since then, I have been to Honington a few times and the flight tally is up to 16. I have had a few 
nervous moments with the new site, and when I used the AS3X gyro built into the Rx for the first 
time – Again I had read stories of models departing from controlled flight when gains are too high. 
This turned out to be another non-event and they are now set and forgotten; the model flies like it 
is on rails, freeing up the channel for something else. Telemetry from the engine makes starting 
much more relaxed – I can see the important info on my Tx, not squinting at a display that I have 
to unplug and put in my pocket when the engine is running. I also have radio telemetry which has 
alarms for battery voltage, altitude, speed and G-force and all telemetry data is recorded – I’m a 
bit of a geek and like to look at it later. I have adjusted some control throws to be more 
comfortable and begun exploring the envelope a bit more, flying aerobatics and letting speed 
build up on occasions too. I’m on my second 20L can of jet fuel (heating oil with 5% turbine oil) 
and looking ahead to doing some more flying. I have worked out a routine for the BMFA Jet C 
rating and started practicing it with my EDF, I will move up to the jet when the weather improves. I 
hope to get the test done at a JMA meeting later in the year.


hope to get the test done at a JMA meeting later in the year.
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On approach


My early exploration of jets has been enjoyable - if a bit nerve-wracking at times. However, I am 
rapidly learning that although there are horror stories out there and lessons to be learned, jet flying 
at upwards of 175mph can be just as relaxing and fun as a super sixty with a .25 four stroke, if 
proper respect is given. I’m looking forward to lots more, I wonder if I can sneak that F4 kit and 
engine in without Julie noticing…
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